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being purely artistic, can be regarded as highly religious or
insidiously the reverse. The style is only blurred in places
by Rolfe's incurable love for fancy coinages and his indi-
vidualistic spelling. A sentence like "His lampromeira-
kiodia obeyed each rythmick call" only leaves the reader
with an irritated impulse towards the Greek Lexicon.
In politics Rolfe was a mediaeval Tory, and Hadrian
VII contained a violent parody of English Socialism.
But he hated factory-owners even more, and the tale Why
the Rose is Red carried an outburst against "The infamous
local Rose of Lancaster dyed red with the Blood of In-
nocents, victims of minotaur-manufacturers!" He was a
fanatical Jacobite, and his eulogy of Cardinal Stefano
Borgia was chiefly based on the good turn the last Borgia
Cardinal was able to do the last of the Stuarts, Cardinal
King Henry IX, who, we learn from a note (and this
must be a profound relief to post-war Jacobites), "be-
queathed his rights in the English Crown to the descend-
ants of Anna Maria d'Orleans (daughter of Henrietta
Stuart and niece of King Charles I), who married Duke
Vittoramadeo of Savoja, from whom descends not the
Bavarian Princess of the White Rose but King Victor-
Emanuele III of Italy." Rolfe worked out an elaborate
pedigree to show that Victor Emmanuel was the rightful
King of England, to whom, as his rightful sovereign, copies
of his books were formally presented.
Rolfe earned no fame and deserved few friends. Even
with publishers he carried on acid controversies in green
and heliotrope inks as to whether "Sixtus and Sixtine"
were only corrupt forms of "Xystus and Xystine." On a
point of mediaeval spelling or of wilful indentation he
would challenge a legion of printers' devils. Artifex rather
than artist, he was not a Lord of Language, but a would-
be tyrant of words, and words seemed to turn and tyran-
nise over him. His classical verbalisms amused scholars,

